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n where n e Z + , a 19 , a n e R + , A lf -,A n eΓ and A, Φ A i+1 for i, i + 1 e {1, , n}. We define e(w) = n and l(w) = a^Λ ha n . Let w l9 w 2 e ^~R. Suppose w x -= Afi A%«, w 2 = Bfr J5£*. Then we define
J5ίr if A n = B, B!r if A n ΦB lt
Now of course expressions of the type w = A?
1 A% n {a u -, a n 6 R + ; A 19 --,A n eΓ) make sense even when A t = A i+1 for some i, i + 1 e {1, , n}. But note that if n = e(w), then A t Φ A i+1 for any ί, i + 1 e {1, , n). In such a case we call A?
1 AZ n , the standard form of w. ^R(Γ) is a semigroup and is just the free product of \Γ\ copies of R + under addition (see for example [3; p. 411] Then A appears in w if A = A* for some ie{l, •• ,w}.
A appears integrally in w if for each i 6 {1, , n}, Ai = A implies a^e Z + .
Otherwise A appears nonintegrally in w. Note that if A does not appear in w, then A appears integrally in w. A appears rationally in w if for each i e {1, , w), A t = A implies a t e Q + . Let ^q(Γ) = {w| w e J^(Γ), A appears rationally in w for each A e Γ}. If ΛSΓ, then let J^(/ΊΛ) = {w| w e A appears integrally in w for each Ae4
So ^R{Γ\Γ) -and ^(Γ10) -^(Γ). Also let J^(Γ14) = ^(Γ14) Π J^(Γ Let Λ £ Λ, Λ 2 £ Γ 2 , <£: 7\ -> ^i(Λ|Λ) such that ^(Λ\Λ) C Then we can extend ^ to a homomorphism by letting φ{A a ) = [^(A)] α for A 6 Γ^i, α e lϊ + . We call φ the natural extension of ^. Let ψ: c^i(A\Λ) -> ^Λ(A\Λ) be a homomorphism. Let AeΓ^Λ^ Then A and hence ψ(A) has nth roots for all ne Z + . It follows that ψ(A) e T 2 \A 2 . We say that ψ is a natural homomorphism if ψ(A a ) = i/r(A) α for all ieΓ^, αeiί + . In such a case ψ -φ where φ is the restriction of ψ to Γ x . In this paper we only consider natural homomorphisms. DEFINITION 1.1. By a word equation in variables X ίf •• ,X n we mean {^x, w 2 } where w γ -w x (X 19 , XJ, ^2 = w 2 (X lf , XJ e •^(Xi, •••, XJ 1 . It is not necessary that each X t appears in w γ w 2 . Let S be a semigroup and a 19 •• ,α 5t eS. Then (α^ , a n ) is a solution of {w lf w 2 } if w λ (a u ••-,«») = w 2 («i, , α»). Detailed study of word equations leads to the concept of a generalized word equation defined below. This concept is similar but not identical to the concept of a constrained word equation defined in [5] . DEFINITION 19 , XJ. Then Xis a constrained variable if Xe T t for some ΐ. Otherwise X is a free variable of 5^".
Let u u " > 9 u n e ^R{Ω). Then /^ = (u 19 ••-,%»), is a solution of^ if (i) w^u^ --, u n ) = w 2 (u 19 , % Λ ), (ii) X t e T y implies e(^<) = 1, and (iii) X ί9 X k e T ό implies u t~uk .
Let Ω x -{A|Ae Ω, A appears in u, u n ) and i3 2 = {A|AeΩ, A appears integrally in each u if i = 1, , n}. We define the symbol Ω ι \Ω 2 to be the alphabet of μ.
2 ). In this paper we only consider solutions of (generalized)
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word equations in ^R(Γ) 9 Γ a nonempty set. DEFINITION 
Let v = (a 19
, a n ), μ = (6 lf , b n ) be solutions of a generalized word equation <W such that v has alphabet /Ίlâ nd μ has alphabet Γ 2 |Λί 2 . Then v <^ μ (μ follows from v) if there exists a natural homomorphism ψ: ^R{Γ^A^) -» J^r R (Γ 2 \ Λ 2 ) such that (a^) = 6^1 = 1, , n. We write ψ:v <L μ if we want to take into account the corresponding homomorphism ψ. u ^v if μ <^ v ^ μ. REMARK 1.3. ^ is transitive in the class of all solutions of a given generalized word equation ^". When we restrict the above definition to solutions in free semigroups of word equations, we are led to Lentin's concepts in [1] (some of the incorrect concepts in [1] are corrected in [2]). 2* Principal solutions* We now generalize Lentin's concept of a principal solution [1, 2] . , a n ) of W~ such that the following properties are true:
( 
4). Let i/ = (v 29
, v n ) with alphabet Γ'\Λ'. There exists unique f'w'^μ'.
Let A&Γ, set Γ = Γ' U {A}, Λ = Λ' U {A}. Let ^ = A, v = (^, v 8 , , v n ). Then y is a solution of ^^ and has alphabet Γ\Λ. Also f:v ^μ where / is an extension of /' with /(A) = u u Suppose g: v ^ μ. Let #' be the restriction of g to ^i(Γ'|Λ'). . Then e 1 = c 2 and so d± -/(c t ) = /(c 2 ) = cZ 2 . Next suppose Z(c t ) < l(c 2 ). Then c 2 = c,x for some x e J^R{Γ\Λ). So cί 2 = /(c 2 ) = f{c λ )f{x) = ^/(α?). Thus Z(di) < ϊ(d a ). Similarly i(c 2 ) < l(c^ implies l{d 2 ) < l{d^). Since these are mutually exclusive cases, we are done. 
Also if 0 is the natural extension of φ to j^R{Ω\Ω^) y then φ:v^μ.
Since e{u % ) = e(v % ) = 1 for all ΐ, it is easy to see that φ is unique. Also it is clear that for each BeΩ there exists Vi such that v t ends with B.
Now let d -(a ίf « ,αj be a solution of 2^", with alphabet ΛI4, g: δ ^ μ. We wish to define ψ:v <^d. Let ϊ Also
It is clear that if ψ is the natural extension of ψ to J^R{Ω\Ω^9 then ^: v ^ δ. So v satisfies (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4); proving the lemma. Without loss of generality we can assume that w 1 starts with a letter in ϊ\. We can write w 1 -u x u 2 such that u l(u ± ) maximal. Similarly write w 2 = VyV 2 such that / v 1 e,^r(
, &J, then we are done by Lemma 2.9 and the induction hypothesis. So by symmetry assume
Without loss of generality we can assume X 2 e T 2 . We are again done by the induction hypothesis and Lemma 2.10.
, then c,. = c 2 and di = d 2 . If l{c^) < Z(c 2 ); then c 2 = CiC 2 for some c' 2 Φl and so d 2 = d^ where 9 we can assume that Kci) =5* ife). By symmetry assume i(c 2 ) < i(Cj). If w 4 starts with a constrained variables we are done by Lemma 2.10 and our induction hypothesis on s. So assume w± starts with a free variable. Thus by Lemmas 2.14 and 2.15, we can assume, without loss of generality, that either X* or X 5 is free. By Lemma 2.6 and our induction hypothesis on d, we can assume that each free variable occurs in w x w 2 .
We now assume ueS^ and obtain a contradiction. Let <^ = {r\X r 6 T q for some q}. ) such that the following conditions are true for all k e Z. Intuitively we are looking at the sequence of word equations obtained by always truncating on the left.
( ) ^ ε for all k e Z + , r e {1, ..., n}\&?. By (IV), it follows that Z(δί. starts with X r (P) . Suppose ^s p l starts with X 3 P) . 3. Rank of a word equation. We now study the maximum of the cardinalities of the alphabets of the principal solutions of a generalized word equation. For word equations in free semigroups, this number has been studied in some detail by Lentin [2] and others. The following theorems can also be proved in a similar manner. 
